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Combine a graphic novel with a dash of crafts, a sprinkle of feminist fairy tales, and a whole

cauldron of spells—voilà!—Dame Darcy's Handbook for Hot Witches. This is the guide for girls

who want cool things to do and great friends to do them with, who aren't afraid to be their

different, awesome selves. It's a celebration of powerful, creative girls—the sort of girls who

may have been called "witches" once, but who, as this book proclaims, are "hot," because of

their talent and their uniqueness. With sections on banjo playing, beauty spells, palm reading,

and much more, this fully illustrated handbook will send girls on their way to independence,

creativity, and magic.

From School Library JournalGr 9 Up-This "illustrated guide to magic, love, and creativity"

harkens back to the New Age bookstore shelves. Part graphic novel, part New Age primer, with

dashes of astrology and crafts and pinches of beauty hints, the book packs a lot into its 200

pages. Overflowing with Dame Darcy's signature black-and-white illustrations, it provides a quiz

for readers to determine their hot-witch type and then details the modern-day "hot witches"-

enchantress, Bard, mystic, seer, Pagan, etc. Odd comic retellings of fairy tales are interspersed

throughout, adding to the cacophony. This book will not be without its niche of dedicated fans

who may be tired of seeing witches morphed and mainstreamed into glamorous high schoolers

helping vampiric friends, but the visually and verbally crammed text will likely have a small

audience.-Elaine Baran Black, Georgia Public Library Service, Atlanta;�†2• Copyright 2011.

Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution

permitted. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorDame Darcy

currently resides in New York City and Savannah, Georgia. She is known worldwide as an

illustrator, writer, fine artist, musician, filmmaker, animator, environmentalist, and Cabaret

Mermaid. Her illustrated titles include The Illustrated Jane Eyre, and she has been publishing

her comic book series, Meat Cake, for twenty years.--This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.Enchantress Everything turns glamorous when the bewitching, charming, fascinating

Enchantress touches it. She brings the party with her wherever she goes, and she is a delight

and pleasure to all. Her beauty and charisma are unparalleled.How to Be an Enchantress in

LoveNo one is going to lead you to true happiness except yourself. When you have fun and

delight in being your own unique, adorable self, you will attract love naturally.Be enthusiastic,

but mysterious. Don’t show him all your cards at once, but also, don’t play games. Always tell

the truth.When a guy does something you like, acknowledge him (this is something that works

with all people, no matter what their gender or how old they are).Guys like to feel they are

winning a challenge. If you back off so they can pursue you a little bit, they feel like they have

won a prize when you finally do decide.If you need advice about your boyfriends, talk to your

girlfriends or your mom. Don’t tell too many people. Keep it to just your best friends.Guys are

usually a little behind girls as far as matters of the heart and being civilized go. But that’s not

their fault. They’re born that way, even the poetic and artistic ones. But just like you, they want

compassion, understanding, and a chance to prove themselves. When a magical lady

approves of and shows appreciation to a guy, he transforms from a feral animal into a prince!

Be confident. Men love to see women enjoy themselves, and for a man to be in the presence of

a lady like that is irresistible—even if you do it quietly and subtly.A guy wants to be the icing on



your cake, not the whole cake itself. That’s too much pressure, and too much cake! If he knows

you have an elaborate, lovely cake of a life and he is just the manly frosting on top, then the

pressure is off and he can have fun.Maybe you think you are a weirdo and there are no guys

for you, but in reality there are plenty to choose from if you are able to have fun wherever you

are.Make room in your life for a boyfriend, and one will manifest. While you wait for him to call,

have fun with your life and fill it with friends. Granny always said, “A watched pot never boils.”

But she also said, “There’s a lid for every pot.”Relationships are an opportunity and a privilege,

not a right. You and he have equal responsibilities to make a relationship work, so if either of

you is being a spoiled brat with an attitude of entitlement, knock it off, step back, and

apologize.If you don’t like something, he’s much more likely to hear you if you say it

conversationally rather than screaming.When a guy acts ignorant about girls, it’s because he

hasn’t learned the truth yet. You can be the one who teaches him. And you can do it

nicely.What If I Don’t Like Guys?Being gay is as natural as being straight. In many cultures

throughout history, it has been accepted as a viable way to be, and a ton of people today feel

the same. If you question your sexuality and wonder if you may be a lesbian or bisexual, seek

out friends or family that you trust to talk about it with. If you don’t feel like you have anyone to

talk to, go online and find communities in your area that can offer you advice, or seek a

counselor. Don’t take ignorant or hurtful comments to heart; many people say and do mean

things to mask their own insecurities or avoid the questions they have about their own

sexuality.A Word About Soul Mates …A soul mate is someone you have known and been

intimately connected to in another life. You meet again in this lifetime to continue the

connection you began in another time and place.If you meet your soul mate, you will be drawn

to him or her at the cost of everything else. You will recognize this person as someone it feels

like you have known forever. It will be an undeniable and irreversible bond that will change your

life. If you are ready for a love like this, then you are ready to meet your soul mate. If it works,

you will have your ideal partner, and one of the most magical bonds known to humankind.

However, relationships between soul mates can be challenging and do not always work out. A

soul mate is a mirror, one that reflects many aspects of your true self—every horrid detail and

every beautiful dream. If both people are not ready to really look at themselves, they may

attack and abandon a soul mate because they cannot step up. I think of it like a cobra striking

at its own reflection.Love SpellsSpell to Heal a Broken HeartWhen the moon is waning

(decreasing in size), take a mirror and put it in the bottom of a bowl of water. Light four silver

candles, place them around the bowl, and gaze into the water at your own reflection for as long

as the candles are burning (or whatever is comfortable). As you do so, say, “Take this pain from

me and make it fade, as shadows do at the light of day.”Imagine the old you of the reflection

being absorbed into the water. Imagine your pain being absorbed as well. Put it all there and

really feel it. If tears fall into the water, that’s fine. Let it all out. When the candles have burned

down, throw the water away in a river or stream. The water must be moving away from you. If

there is no moving body of water nearby, throw it down the drain. Take the mirror, wrap it in

white cloth, and keep it in a drawer or another dark place for a month.Love Potion Number

NineCombine one spoonful of each of these seven types of leaves: rosehip, hibiscus, ginger,

peppermint, lemon, red raspberry, and spice.Boil water and pour it into a teapot. Place your

blended tea into a tea ball and steep in the pot. Add lavender honey and almond milk—these

are the eighth and ninth ingredients in your love potion.Invite the one you love to tea or drink it

yourself and set an empty place for your loved one. Write his or her name on a heart-shaped

piece of red paper and your loved one will soon join you.Serve hot!Love-Drawing SachetCut

two small pieces of red fabric into identical heart shapes, about 4 inches across. Sew the two



pieces together on all sides but leave a small opening. This is called a conjure bag, which is

used in many spells. Stuff rosemary into the hole and sew shut. Tuck the sachet inside your bra

near your heart to draw love to you.Acorn Youth and Beauty SpellString three acorns together

on a silk cord to keep your youth and enhance your beauty. If you have a charm of gold or

silver acorns, this will work as well. Let the acorns charge under the new moon and wear them

close to you.Goddess Freya’s PotionFreya’s favorite flowers are cowslips (sometimes called

primroses). These flowers are also beloved among the fairies and are symbols of beauty.1.

Create an herbal infusion by pouring boiling water over cowslip blossoms.2. When the water

cools, strain out the blossoms.3. Make sure your potion is completely cool and dab it on your

skin with a cotton ball.4. Use the remainder in a bath.To Make a Pimple Go AwayDab on lemon

juice or witch hazel. It works. So does garlic juice—but, hey, the smell?To Soothe Irritated or

Sunburned SkinMix oatmeal with room-temperature water, make it into a paste, and put it on

the skin. As it dries, it takes out the burn and leaves you with a smooth complexion.How to

Make Your Own MakeupDIY Witch-a-riffic Lip Gloss with TintMakes about 35 milliliters (1.2

ounces)1 teaspoon beeswax pellets2 teaspoons olive oil2 tablespoons beet juice or raspberry

juice (see note)Little jars with screw-on tops, such as small jelly jars½ teaspoon flavoring

extract used for baking, like vanilla, peppermint, or almond (optional)1. Using a small

nonaluminum pot, melt the wax and oil together over low heat. Slowly stir until smooth.2.

Remove the pot from the heat, add the juice and, if desired, extract while stirring, and pour the

mixture immediately into the containers. Allow it to cool completely before capping and using it.

Your new concoction has a shelf life of approximately 6 months and will keep best in a cool

place.Note: To prepare the juice, run beets or raspberries through a juicer. Do not use juice

from a store; it has additives that will dilute the tint or inhibit the staining properties you want in

your lip gloss.Glitter MakeupMix aloe vera gel with glitter. It’s sticky at first and will be easy to

apply to your eyelids, arms, cheeks, anywhere! When it dries, the glitter will adhere to your skin

so you’ll be sparkling all day.Glycerin SoapWith glycerin soap you can create exciting soap art

and detailed designs. The liquid will pour easily into simple or intricate molds. Try candy molds

for some fun shapes. You can also color it any way you want and add dried petals and flowers.

After the molding process is complete, you can use your soap right away!2 cups glycerin soap

baseColoringEssential oils or fragrance oils¼ cup cocoa butterMolds (A bread pan will make a

big loaf of soap you can slice; candy molds will make fun-shaped small soaps. You can

experiment!)1. Place the glycerin into a double boiler or slow cooker. Set the heat high enough

to make it melt.2. When the soap base is melted and gooey—don’t let it get so hot that it

bubbles—you are ready for the color. Add coloring, slowly so the glycerin is evenly tinted and

absorbs it all.3. Now the fun part begins: your signature touch! Stir in your selection of essential

oils or fragrance oils slowly, adding only enough to make a pleasant scent, then add the cocoa

butter. Make sure to keep stirring until the mixture is very creamy, even, and smooth.4. When

the mixture has blended together completely, carefully pour it into your molds. Wait for the soap

to set (it should become hard and dry in a few hours), and then pop it out. You’re ready to have

good, clean fun—give some soa... --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Review“Part graphic novel, part New Age primer, with dashes of astrology and crafts

and pinches of beauty hints, the book packs a lot into its 200 pages.”  �School Library

Journal“Darcy's comics are aesthetic manifestos. . . . Darcy is a star.”  �The New York Times on

Dame Darcy“I think she's exquisite, let's put it that way. I wish I knew her in high school.”

 �Thurston Moore of Sonic Youth on Dame Darcy“[Darcy] has created a childlike, otherworldly

realm, a land that hovers in the twilight space between the whimsical and the macabre. Ghosts

and goblins, foul-tempered stepmothers, lovesick mermaids and charmed forest are all



rendered in Darcy's distinctive hand, loose and flowing lines reminiscent of the work of Edward

Gorey.”  �The Los Angeles Times on Meat Cake--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Read more
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The author and publisher have provided this e-book to you for your personal use only. You

may not make this e-book publicly available in any way. Copyright infringement is against the

law. If you believe the copy of this e-book you are reading infringes on the author’s copyright,

please notify the publisher at: .

Any reader who uses the spells in this book does so at her own risk, and the author and

publisher accept no liability if the spells do not have the desired effect.
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IntroductionWhat’s a Hot Witch?A witch is someone who is blessed with extra abilities. Being

in touch with your sense of intuition or compassion, or being able to see things others can’t or

create things others don’t dream of—these are all powerful abilities.What makes you different

from everybody else? Some people can recognize that you have something special and will

call this weird, which is a word often used to describe witches in old stories. The witches in

Shakespeare’s Macbeth, for instance, are Weird Sisters.To some people being weird and

talented is amazing, and they love you even more for it. They recognize the importance of

diversity in every circle of life, and they celebrate differences, knowing that they make a

stronger whole.But there are some who just want to fit in and be like everyone else. This is a

losing game—ultimately everyone is different and, thus, “weird.” These are the people who

changed witch into a negative word and used it to single out and condemn people (especially

girls) who have exceptional qualities.I personally take back the term witch and the power that

belongs to it, and I make it my own so that if anyone ever calls me weird, it is a compliment and

not an insult.Witches go back to the time of the bards, who were the first storytellers. Because

no mail service, Internet, or newspapers existed then, bards traveled from one town to another

recounting stories and news. Often these tales were in rhyme and song, because when words

rhyme, they are easier to remember. This is also why spells, chants, and mantras often



rhyme.Bards were equally men and women. So if you were a girl then, and you didn’t want to

play the traditional role of farmer’s wife, you were said to be “born to the bard,” and this was a

career option for you.And there were other options for women as well. You could be an

herbalist or a midwife, and treat people’s illnesses. You could study nature and the stars as a

physicist or an astronomer. You could write poetry or play the harp; you could be a scribe,

taking down notes and letters for important people. And you could become a priestess or a

Druid, and lead festivals and guide people through their lives. These were all positions of

power and prestige held by women in ancient times. These witches were considered

exceptional. As most people did not have the skills to hold these jobs, a witch’s place in society

was honored and needed.These girls were considered “hot” for being witches—they were

cherished like precious gems, each for her original contribution to society and family. They

were loved by the community and by guys who could see that what witches have is exceptional

and sexy.The skills these witches had are still needed today and hold an important role in our

current time. Science, technology, biology, spirituality, academia, and the arts can all lend

themselves to helping the environment and our society.To be a hot witch is to understand and

control your spirit, mind, and body; to know your talents and skills; and to identify your passion.

We can revolutionize the world we were born into by using the witchcraft skills of compassion,

genius, insight, intuition, and talent.The time we live in now is a turning point: Society, nature,

and the way we interact with each other are all changing. In this crucial time, we girls need to

remember who we really are and to let out that hot witch! QUIZWhich Type of Hot Witch Are

You?Everyone has her own talents and strengths. This book will highlight a number of types of

hot witches. Each section includes activities, advice, and spells that its type of hot witch might

find interesting. Before you get started, find out which type you are!You will probably be a mix

of several of the witches profiled, so the quiz will help you decide who you are the most like, or

what blend of types make up your personality.Hot Witch # 1A. I want to be a party planner,

events coordinator, or music promoter. I also would love to do weddings.Yes or NoB. When my

friends have relationship problems, they come to me for advice.Yes or NoC. I like to decorate

and design—especially interior design.Yes or NoD. My own fashion is better than anything I

ever see in stores. It’s superfun to go thrifting and to mix and match.Yes or No Answer: If you

answered Yes to two or more questions …It is likely you are a Hot Witch Enchantress.

Everything turns glamorous when the bewitching, charming, fascinating Enchantress touches

it. She brings the party with her wherever she goes, and she is a delight and pleasure to all.

Her beauty and charisma are unparalleled.Hot Witch # 2A. Traveling and exploring new places

is a lifelong dream of mine.Yes or NoB. I have a whole book of poems and songs I have written

and know by heart, or I love to make up stories and write fairy tales.Yes or NoC. I would like to

be a journalist or on-site news reporter.Yes or NoD. Being a rock star, playing instruments and

singing, is my ideal way of life.Yes or No Answer: If you answered Yes to two or more

questions …It is likely you are a Hot Witch Bard. A Bard loves doing all sorts of creative things.

You’ll find her writing, crafting, or dancing until the sun comes up.Hot Witch # 3A. I can see

fairies!Yes or NoB. Planting a garden and making food from my harvest is the greatest reward

on earth.Yes or NoC. We are all one.Yes or NoD. I am an environmentalist.Yes or No Answer: If

you answered Yes to two or more questions …It is likely you are a Hot Witch Pagan Priestess.

A Pagan is someone in touch with nature, literally “rustic,” or “of the country.” Pagans believe

that everything is interconnected, alive, and divine. Everything has its own spirit. “I salute the

divinity in you” is a common Pagan greeting. Pagan Priestesses are champions of diversity,

minimal ecological impact, liberty, positive action, responsibility, and equality.Hot Witch # 4A. I

can remember my past life, and I was a witch then, too.Yes or NoB. When I go to an antiques



store, I can see the previous owners of the furniture sitting in the chairs.Yes or NoC. To me a

mirror is just another doorway.Yes or NoD. No one can ever lie to me.Yes or No
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Some Girl I Used To Know., “This Bard Hot Witch loves it and her sister, too.. This book covers

the basics of many topics of interest to any Hot Witch or regular girl looking to be in touch with

her femininity and in self-discovery. Nothing is written about in-depth but it certainly is a lovely

introduction. The few paragraphs about love had told me more than entire articles and books

have, very charmingly.I have a male friend from UK who has excited it dedicated some pages

to the art of banjo playing, at which Ms. Dame Darcy is very good at. The drawings are as

awesome as ever and the revisions of the traditional fairy tales were great. I like the attention to

detail in depicting a diversity of girls and how they are all special in their own right. My little

sister still has not returned it to me. It is definitely not a dull book, it starts with a fun test to
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determine what type of witch you are. As much as I would have liked to score Enchantress, my

true nature was the nocturnal, story-telling, ever-creating Bard. Also a good introduction to

Dame Darcy's art, her body of work is amazing. Buy it, you will be delighted that you did.”

Cassidy, “I was shocked at how good the book actually was. At first when I read through the

sneak peek of the book after I ordered it, I thought the book was childish and not something a

21 year old witch would need. But I was late in canceling the order, so I got the book anyway. I

was shocked at how good the book actually was. The palm reading section was by far the best

I had ever seen. The spells and techniques seemed legit based on my previous knowledge and

experience. The fairy tale parts and the quiz section seemed to take away from the overall feel.

Five or six years ago this book would have helped me immensely. I would recommend this to

any young witchling, but don't bother with the quiz section.”

asylum_e, “Gifted to my niece and she loves it.. I peeked at this book before gifting it to my

niece and thought that it was very cute and actually had some pretty good advice for young

girls. It's all about different types of 'witches' but really it is a cute way for a girl to explore her

own personality and also has corresponding little projects per each type of witch. My niece

liked it and read it all by the end of the day and then later I saw her sharing it with her friend. All

in all, happy with the purchase!”

ArenaNaheim, “Absolutely delightful!. Beautifully done! the artwork is delightful and the book

fun and playful! I regard it as an adult coloring book and I am giving into my inner child and

coloring all the pages.”

TheRitualist, “Very cute!. Very cute book. I have it as a gift to my besty. She loves it. The

author's illustration style is so cute. I'm debating buying another copy for myself!”

Nick Baffa, “Five Stars. Very good book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Bought as a gift.She loves it.”

Valentine, “Wonderful Book!. Informative, fun, empowering and super creative...every girl

should own a copy of this book. The artwork is the icing on the cake.Love it!”

The book by Dame Darcy has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 32 people have provided feedback.
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